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Summary
Most cutaneous mechanoreceptors are known to be primary mechanoreceptors.
Mechano-electric transduction occurs in the terminal of the afferent nerve fibre,
while the surrounding structures, e.g. lamellae in Meissner and Vater-Pacini corpuscles assist in directing the mechanical stimulus towards cytoplasmic protrusions extending from the nerve terminal. The latter are believed to be the site of
mechanically gated ion channels. Merkel cell mechanoreceptors are different in
the sense that special cells – Merkel cells – make close contact with nerve terminals showing dense core granules in the adjacent part of the Merkel cell cytoplasm
and synapse-like membrane specializations in the contact area. Cytosplasmic protrusions are regularly seen extending from the Merkel cells rather than the nerve
terminals. This has led to the hypothesis that the Merkel cell may be the mechanotransducer proper employing synaptic transmission towards the nerve terminal.
Various substances as possible candidates for the postulated synaptic transmission were found in the dense core granules of Merkel cells. However, until recently, there has been no conclusive evidence for neurotransmitter function of any
of these substances between Merkel cell and nerve terminal and no direct electrophysiological measurements of receptor potentials have so far been successful,
due to the location of these receptors between epidermis and dermis making them
virtually inaccessible for microelectrode recordings.
Recently, mechanically induced increases in intracellular calcium of Merkel
cells have provided evidence for mechanically gated calcium channels in Merkel
cells and calcium-induced calcium release from intracellular stores within the
Merkel cell. Glutamate receptor antagonists have been shown to reduce static responses of Merkel cell mechanoreceptors. Thus, it appears that slowly maintained
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adapting responses of Merkel cell mechanoreceptors involve a mechano-electric
transduction process in Merkel cells and glutamatergic neurotransmission to the
associated nerve terminals. However, the specific glutamate receptor still remains
to be identified.

Introduction
Merkel's original description of "touch corpuscles" left no doubt that he considered these complexes as mechanoreceptors (Merkel 1875). There is ultrastructural
evidence that Merkel cells have synaptic contacts with the associated nerve terminals from afferent neurons of cranio-spinal ganglia (Iggo and Muir 1969; Chen et
al. 1973). These complexes are known to serve as mechanoreceptors (Iggo and
Findlater 1984). The function of a mechanoreceptor is to convert mechanical
stimuli into nerve action potentials. In all locations, Merkel cells are positioned,
relative to the nerve terminal, on the side that normally receives mechanical stimulation (Halata and Baumann 2000). The surface of Merkel cells is equipped with
protoplasmic protrusions anchoring them between keratinocytes (Iggo and Muir
1969) which has led to comparisons with inner ear hair cells (Iggo and Findlater
1984; Baumann et al. 1990), where bending of the hairs opens mechanically gated
ion channels, resulting in depolarization, an increase in free intracellular calcium,
and finally transmitter release (Crawford et al. 1991). However, there has been
only one single report in the literature on exocytosis of what was believed to be
neurotransmitter from a Merkel cell to the adjacent nerve terminal (Chen et al.
1973). This report reviews the currently available experimental evidence on the
role of the Merkel cell in the mechano-electric transduction process.

Results and Discussion
There has been a long-standing controversy over whether the mechanoelectrictransduction process occurs in the Merkel cell, or whether the Merkel cell only directs the mechanical stimulus towards the nerve terminal. While all other types of
mechanoreceptors in the skin lack specialized cells that could have direct involvement in the mechano-electric transduction process, only Merkel cell-nerve
terminal complexes in the skin (SA I receptors) and in sinus hairs (St I receptors)
have specialized cells, i.e. Merkel cells positioned on that side of the nerve terminal that physiologically receives mechanical stimuli (Halata and Baumann 2000).
Unfortunately, the location of these receptors makes direct electrophysiological
recordings with microelectrodes impossible. This has led to a number of experimental approaches to indirectly examine the role of Merkel cells.
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Fig. 1. Number of impulses from slowly adapting type I mechanoreceptors of isolated
rat skin in response to standard mechanical stimuli (applied every 30 s) plotted against time.
Responses to the last ten stimuli before the start of UV-irradiation were taken as reference
(100%) and all responses are expressed as a percentage of this control value. Receptors
were pretreated with quinacrine (10 µM for 30 min) shortly before the start of UVirradiation at time 0. Receptor failure occurred on average after 27±4 min of UVirradiation. Each line represents one of eight experiments. (Modified from Senok et al.
1996)

Fig. 2. Electron micrographs from Merkel cells (m) and nerve terminals (t) in rat sinus
hairs. Left Control, right after quinacrine loading and UV-irradiation leading to receptor
failure. (Modified from Senok et al. 1996)
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Attempts to pharmacologically affect the responses of SA I receptors in touch
domes were first carried out by Smith and Creech (1967), resulting in the conclusion "if a chemical neurotransmitter is present in ... it would seem to be different
from presently known transmitters." The slowly adapting responses of these receptors, and characteristic impulse pattern of action potentials with rather irregular
interspike intervals, was interpreted as evidence of a synaptic link (Iggo and Muir
1969; Horch et al. 1974). On the other hand, the high frequency of action potentials (up to 1500 Hz) with which these receptors could follow sinusoidal stimuli
has been taken as an argument against synaptic transmission usually involving a
synaptic delay of 0.5–1 ms (Gottschaldt and Vahle-Hinz 1981). Various peptides
were found in the dense-cored granules of Merkel cells (Hartschuh et al. 1979;
Hartschuh and Weihe 1988; Cheng Chew and Leung 1991; for a detailed review
see English et al. 1992) and considered as potential neurotransmitters. However,
naloxone had no effect on the responses of St I receptors to mechanical stimuli.
Thus, met-enkephaline could not act as neurotransmitter between the Merkel cell
and nerve terminal (Gottschaldt and Vahle-Hinz 1982).
In another experimental approach, Findlater et al. (1987) examined the effect of
hypoxia on SA I responses. The authors showed that at the time when these receptors failed to respond to mechanical stimuli, the afferent nerve fibres were still
conducting electrically elicited action potentials. Electron microscopic controls
showed a significant reduction of dense-cored granules in Merkel cells at the time
of receptor failure, suggesting that release of neurotransmitters from these granules is essential for normal receptor responses.
Diamond's group argued that Merkel cell mechanoreceptors still function after
selective destruction of Merkel cells following quinacrine loading and bleaching
with ultraviolet light (Diamond et al. 1988; Mills and Diamond 1995). There are
contradictory reports concerning the effect of such procedures on the responses of
Merkel cell mechanoreceptors (Ikeda et al. 1994; Senok et al. 1996). Figure 1
shows results from Senok et al. (1996): SA I receptors loaded with quinacrine and
exposed to UV-light afterwards developed receptor failure within an average period of 27 min. At the time when receptors stopped responding to mechanical
stimuli, electrical stimuli were still eliciting action potentials in the afferent nerve
fibre. However, often the threshold for electrical stimuli increased rapidly within a
few minutes after receptor failure and electron-microscopic examination of such
UV-irradiated Merkel cell-nerve terminal complexes showed that the tissue damage was not selective, but extended to the nerve terminals as well, while leaving
some Merkel cells relatively unharmed (Fig. 2). Thus, this experimental approach
cannot answer the question of where the mechano-electric transduction process actually occurs (Senok et al. 1996).
It has long been established that an increase in free calcium is required for synaptic transmitter release (Katz and Miledi 1967). Thus, experiments have been
carried out to study the effect of calcium channel blockers on receptor responses.
Pacitti and Findlater (1988) observed dose-dependent reduction in responses of
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Fig. 3. Effect of direct mechanical stimulation via glass microprobes on free intracellular calcium concentration in Fluo-3 loaded Merkel cells of functionally intact isolated rat
sinus hairs. Mean values ± SEM of seven experiments. (Modified from Chan et al. 1996)

SA I receptors after application of verapamil and these results were interpreted in
support of the postulated synaptic transmission process. In patch clamp studies on
isolated Merkel cells, Yamashita et al. (1992) demonstrated the presence of voltage-gated calcium channels similar to those found in other excitable cells, but
could not find any mechanically gated ion channels.
Recently, dyes have become available that are taken up by living cells and emit
fluorescent light, as such demonstrating the free intracellular calcium level
(Grynkiewicz et al. 1985). These dyes allow examination of the intracellular calcium concentration in Merkel cells during mechanical stimulation, not only in single isolated cells, but also isolated receptors leaving the anatomical connections to
the adjacent keratinocytes and nerve terminals intact (Baumann et al. 1996). Increases in intracellular calcium concentration in Merkel cells during mechanical
stimulation had been observed in both rat St I receptors (Chan et al. 1996) and
hamster SA I receptors (Tazaki and Suzuki 1998). Consistent increases in free intracellular calcium of Merkel cells can be observed during direct mechanical
stimulation of Merkel cells with microprobes (Fig. 3), as well as during slight
swelling of Merkel cells caused by exposure to hyposmotic solutions (Fig. 4). In
spite of mechanical stimulation, no such increase is seen if the extracellular fluid
is calcium-free (Fig. 4) or, if amiloride (known to block mechanosensitive ion
channels; Hamill et al. 1992) is added to the solution. Thus, mechanical stimulation causes an influx of calcium into Merkel cells, which in turn appears to trigger
further release of calcium from intracellular stores (Calcium-induced calcium release; Senok and Baumann 1997). Further studies by Tazaki and his group (Tazaki
et al., this Vol.) suggest that L- and P/Q-type calcium channels are regularly found
in Merkel cells, while N-type channels are found in the majority, but not all
Merkel cells.
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Fig. 4. Effect of hyposmotic swelling on free intracellular calcium concentration in calcium (1.5 mM) and calcium-free solution. Mean values of eight experiments

In the long search for neurotransmitter candidates at the postulated synapse between Merkel cell and nerve terminal, recent experimental evidence shows that the
broad spectrum ionotropic glutamate receptor antagonist kynurenate severely depresses responses of St I receptors especially during the static phase (Fagan and
Cahusac 2001) while dynamic responses were much less affected. This finding is
in support of the two-receptor-sites hypothesis (Ogawa 1996) suggesting that the
nerve terminal is able to produce a transient, rapidly adapting discharge during the
dynamic phase of stimulation, while the typical slowly adapting impulse pattern of
these receptors in response to maintained mechanical stimuli relies on a transduction mechanism residing in the Merkel cell and glutamatergic transmission to the
nerve terminal.
Positive immunoreaction for subunits of NMDA receptors in Merkel cell-nerve
terminal complexes were found by Senok et al. (this Vol.) in line with the assumed
glutamatergic transmission. However, their light microscope studies could not unambiguously identify whether these NMDA receptors were located on the membrane of the nerve terminal or the Merkel cell. Tachibana and Nawa (this Vol.)
demonstrated beta-type phospholipase C (PLCβ) in nerve terminals associated
with Merkel cells known to be linked to metabotropic glutamate receptors (Pin
and Duvoisin 1995). While this finding generally supports the assumption of glutamatergic transmission in Merkel cell mechanoreceptors, it leaves the question
wide open which type of glutamate receptor is involved in this location. Further
experiments with different glutamate receptor blockers by Cahusac (this Vol.) did
not result in clear identification of a particular type of glutamate receptor. Thus, in
spite of significant progress in recent years, a clear picture of the specific role of
Merkel cells within the mechano-electric transduction process is still lacking.
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